VARIOUS NBDC EVENTS/ACTIVITIES

AVIATION OFFICERS OF MINISTRY OF CIVIL AVIATION VISITED TO NBDC, NSG

DIRECTOR NBDC INTERACTING WITH IAS PROBATIONERS DURING THEIR VISIT TO NBDC

DIRECTOR NBDC EXPLAINING POST BLAST INVESTIGATION TO FRENCH AMBASSADOR MR EMMANUEL LENAIN
BRIG CHAITANYA LIMAYE, SM, DIG & CI & SH MOHD
MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT, DIR NBDC EXPLAINING THE
MECHANISM USED IN IED TO FRENCH AMBASSADOR MR
EMMANUEL LENAIN

MR EMMANUEL LENAIN, FRENCH AMBASSADOR VISITING PBOA ROOM OF NBDC

BRIG CHAITANYA LIMAYE, SM, DIG & CI & SH MOHD
MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT, DIR NBDC EXPLAINING THE
MECHANISM USED IN IED TO FRENCH AMBASSADOR MR
EMMANUEL LENAIN

MR EMMANUEL LENAIN FRENCH AMBASSADOR VISITING
PBOA ROOM NBDC
MR EMMANUEL LENAIN, FRENCH AMBASSADOR WRITING HIS EXPERIENCE OF NBDC VISIT

THE BOMBSHELL BEING PRESENTED TOMR EMMANUEL LENAIN, FRENCH AMBASSADOR BY BRIG CHAITANYA LIMAYE, SM DIG & CI & SH MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT, DIR NBDC NSG

FRENCH DELEGATION WITH SENIOR OFFICERS OF TRAINING CENTER AT NBDC
PROF. (DR) BIMAL N PATEL VICE CHANCELLOR OF THE RASTRIYA RAKSHA UNIVERSITY SHARING HIS EXPERIENCE OF NBDC VISIT IN VISITORS’ BOOK

OFFICERS OF RRU WITH SENIOR OFFICERS OF TRAINING CENTRE AT NBDC

RRU OFFICERS HOLDING MEETING WITH MAJ GEN R RAVI IG TRG & SH MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT,DIR NBDC NSG REG SUDARSHAN IED DATA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
THE BOMBSHELL BEING PRESENTED TO MAJ GEN SAMARZODA QIYOMIDDIN SHAROF, DEPUTY COMMANDER OF NATIONAL GUARD OF TAJKISTAN BY MAJ GEN A.K. VERMA, AVSM, IG TRG & SH MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT, DIR NBDC NSG

THE BOMBSHELL BEING PRESENTED TO NATIONAL GUARD OF TAJKISTAN BY MAJ GEN A.K. VERMA, AVSM, IG TRG & SH MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT, DIR NBDC NSG

SH MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT, DIR NBDC GIVING PRESENTATION OF NBDC TO MR EMMANUEL LENAIN, FRENCH AMBASSADOR AT NBDC
SH MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT, DIRNBDC GIVING PRESENTATION OF NBDC TO DELEGATION OF USA EMBASSY AT NBDC

THE BOMBSHELL BEING PRESENTED TO MR MAHAVEER SINGHVI, JOINT SECRETARY (CT DIVISION) MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, GOVT OF INDIA BY BRIG CHAITANYA LIMAYE, SM DIG & CI & SH MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT, DIR NBDC, NSG

MR MAHAVEER SINGHVI, JOINT SECRETARY (CT DIVISION) VISITED PBOA ROOM NBDC
SH MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT DIR NBDC GIVING BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF ROLE AND TASK OF NBDC TO RRU OFFICIALS

OFFICERS OF NATIONAL GUARD OF TAJIKISTAN WITH SENIOR OFFICERS OF TRG CENTRE AT NBDC

DIRECTOR NBDC EXPLAINING THE POST BLAST INVESTIGATION TO US SPECIAL FORCE GROUP DELEGATION
US SPECIAL FORCE GROUP DELEGATION VISITED TO PBOA ROOM OF NBDC

COL RYAN ROBERT EHLRER, US SPECIAL FORCE GROUP, WRITING HIS EXPERIENCE OF NBDC VISIT

DIRECTOR NBDC EXPLAINING THE POST BLAST INVESTIGATION TO US SPECIAL FORCE GROUP
THE BOMBSHELL BEING PRESENTED TO COL RYAN ROBERT EHLRER, US SPECIAL FORCE GROUP BY SH MOHD JAMAL KHAN, COMDT, DIR NBDC